Call for proposals for Congress-Scholarship Programme

The University Society Oldenburg e.V. provisory assigns

4 scholarships at 1.250 €
in 2018 as part of the Congress-Scholarship-Programme from the bank managers of Oldenburg.

Bremer Landesbank, Commerzbank AG, Deutsche Bank AG, Landessparkasse zu Oldenburg,
Oldenburgische Landesbank AG und Volksbank Oldenburg e.G, Sparda-Bank und
Raiffeisenbank therefore provide this collective donation.
This programme pursues the goal to encourage doctoral students from the Carl von Ossietzky University
of Oldenburg to state their results on a significant international conference of their respective speciality.
The following conditions apply:
1. Scholarships are assigned to doctoral students who registered a discourse or a poster for an
international conference of their respective speciality and got accepted (time frame
01.05.2018 – 30.04.2019). From the discourse or poster should preferably result a
dissemination.
2. If the discourse or poster has several authors the person who files the application has to rank
first.
3. When applying you have to hand in:
Graduation certificate (e.g. diploma, state examination) which qualifies for the admission as
doctoral student
Short biography
Evaluation from the supervising professor about the applicant as well as the importance of
the conference for the field (number of participants at last conference, chance for publishing
the topic of the discourse or poster)
Outline of discourse or poster
Confirmation of acceptance of discourse or poster from the organisers of the conference
(can be handed in later)
4. Scholarships are only assigned once per person.
5. With acceptance of the scholarship the recipient commits oneself to give speech on an event of
the University Society about the attended conference.
6. As far as a publication results from the discourse or poster it is expected that the support is
mentioned in the acknowledgments. Also a special print should be relinquished to the University
Society Oldenburg e.V.
7. Deadline: 1st Mai 2018
Applications to:
ugo-antraege@uni-oldenburg.de

